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PRICE,

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

THREE CENTS

Maguire, the Staisi GOT unía ENDS AND THE MIDDLE
[ Suits at<
0.

$6.98

e Suit

$6.98

g Suits
> $1,9.50.

$9.98'

C Suits

$11.98 '

r
i Suits
W.

$12.98

Has in 'stock a large and
entirely new assortment
of Fall and Winter
Footwear for Women, Plisses
and Children

ere $29.00

apper s
ettes
I for

$1.39

Lined
>, for

98c

98e and $1.19

incoáis
0 Raincoats

$3.98

DO Raincoats

$6.98

>.00 Raincoats

$8.98

Although the four year contract be- the sum on which the Lessees are to pay
■tween the Town of Kennebunk and the » percentage; but said Déesses shall pay
Lessors at.a raté per horse pow/ér to
Kennebunk Mills expired last October I|i to
be agreed upon, not exceeding cost, for
Comprising the Le France shoes in
and thé Corporation has the privilege I all
the. power they use m exceess of that
Button .and Lace. Patent leather,
of an eight year renewal the iriajority
by the water from sources
Vici Kid and Gun Metal, Cloth and of the Commission think that the mat developed
other than thé' water privilege, it being
Thursday’s Progressive demonstra
Calf tops, also skating arid walking ter should be presented to the voters at understood that Lessees are to have the
the annual meeting. It is a remarkable first right to thé use of said water power tion in this city has evidently knocked
boots—extre high—tan and black.
document and to the average rnind it
the wind out of oúr -Republican contem
Again—Flexible sole kid shoes for appears that, thé Corpofatiori got both up to their full requirenaents,. and;: the poraries.
Local Republicans will hold a caucus
And it is likely to take them
said
Lessors
shall
have
the
right
to
the
NOTHING DOING
ends
and
thê
middle.
For
the
sum
of
tender feet and Tan Buck button
in town hall next Tuesday evening, when
■some time to recover their breath Ar
excess
only.
Lessees,
in
casé
they
.need
$600 yearly the Kennebunk Mills rent 3 extra power reserve the right to get it gus.
boots as comfortable as a boot can
candidates will be nominated -for; tpwn
of the Electric Light building at
other sources if they deem it advis George E. Çousén -, W. F. Water
be made--a shoe that will be worn floors
.office. Thé feaucus'was decided, upon at
the corner of Storer and Main streets. from
'
;
' house, Fred G. Norton; H. C Hume,
much this winter, ■/
a: mee'ting of the. town erimmittee last
If required the, Town must furnish able.
Lessees are. to install their own Howard T. .Burke of Kdhriebunk,
250 horse power./either by water, or the dynamo,
One good feature of oür service is
night. Several namep w
méritibned
but
connection
shall
also
be
use of coal, and a low estimate of its made by irieans of a proper-switch - with N. M. P. Jacobs, L. R. Williams, C. H.
individual attention given by ex
for the various places but there has
value is $5000. Manufacturers would the wires from Lessors’ dynamo-, . and Littlefield, Charles; H. Perkins of
) NOT' YET
pert shoe fitters.
been no .défliiitei.«eleétioni
One merriconsider $20 a year a. low rate per horse when Lessors, by reason of insufficient - Ogunquit, Attorney William Tripp of
Wells, K. W. Sutherland of Saco and
power.
ber expressed.th" feeling that the Re
water,
have
to
generate
powerby
stpam
Arthur L. Roberts, of Lyman were
The town makes all repairs, and pays
publicans were, not enthusiastic and
lights for use of Lessees, then Less among the attendants at the Progres
273 Mpin St.
Local Notes ,
insurance on the building. Every cit for
ees
shall
pay
to
Lessors
the
actual
,
post
were holding a caucus to permit the fol
sive
State
committee
banquet
in
Port

izen should read this contract carefully of lights so furnished. ■
Opposite McArthur Library
land last Thursday.
lowers of the faitffito'be tegular.
and préservé it for future reference.
Four
below
this'morning.
The term of this Lease is four years,
According to one Of thé Electric
The. campaign,-will be in full swing1
privilege on thé part of thé ÈeséThe local Progressive Club has been ■ Last Thursday evening Mrs. Charles
Light Commission, the, $600 does' not With
Webber entertained the Ladies,!Circle of next-Tuesday. '•7 ' '
Maine begin
ol"S
of
renewing
same
oh
the
same
retail
F > •'«
presented
with
a
'handsomely
framed
to meet thé expenses for inter basis for eight years.
the M. E., Church at her house, bn York,
(
■
- >■;. '■
-iest, repairs, insurance, lights, power.
picture
of
former
President
Theodore
St.
In
response
to
the
burning
question
The rental shall be based on the valu
After three; years Of effort The En ation
:
about
“
Ed
T
and;
thaf'
$100'
’
propounded
of the building as it now stands, * RoOseve t, the gift of Mrs; Alice Hill
Miss Paulene arid Dewy Hildreth of;
terprise has succeeded 'in obtaining a. approximately $35.00—plus the cost of of the Mousam housè.
Plymouth; N. H. ara^uests of Mrs. A- by the Biddeford. Record the wealthy
copy of the contract and . believes that the completed buildings as contemplqteCrediford. They made the trip to /lumber king told an-Enterprise reporter
thé Citizens will appteci'ate its publica by the plans qbove referred to, but ¿aid
Progressive's in meeting Monday JKennebunk
thar he would not answer,;, not even a
by sleigh.
tion.
rental basis is not to include the boiler night voted to hold their caucus in town
The Ladies’- Olympia Qparte t is the “Yes”- or a “No. ” It rerninds-one of
house, boilers, engines or accessories, hall Saturday evemrig, Feb. 21; It Was attraction for the fourth and Jast en the lawyer who tried to have a witness
COPY OF'CONTRACT
or any part of the Lessors’ lighting a very enthusiastic meeting and' there tertainment of the Webharinet cltib. in answer a. question in the affirmative or
negative,- but the witness -.refused un
plant arid equipment. On this basis,.; the was á feeling after hearing various re town hall Friday evening, Feb. 13.
This Indenture, made the 25th day of Lessees shall pay as rental a sum equal ports that an excellent and coriiplete
less he could explain., The Lawyer
Last Friday evening the Velveteens stated that was peculiar and that ,'he
October iin the year of our Lord one to five per cent annually, the rental ticket would be nominated.
charge to begin when the building is, ■ According to ReprésentâtAe Wheeler gave a most delightful invitation dance would gladly answer^any questioil by a
thousand nine hundred nine,
at-Jdousam Opera.House. It was voted “Yes” or a “No,” whereupon the wit
Witnesseth, that the,Inhabitants of the completed and ready for the Lessee'S to ' of
Paris the first; recorded attempt at1 by every one to be a Social as well as ness asked the Lawyer, “Have you
Town of Kennebunk, in the County of occupy,,-and to be paid to the Treasurer amalgamation
may
be
found
in
the
a financial success.
stopped abusing your Wife?” It was a
York and State of Maine, by its Com of the Electric Light Commission of, the Good Book—-St. Matthew IV: 8-11.
mittee duly authorized by vote 'of said Town of Kennebuhk in.- four equal in
The Webhannet Club will meet Mon sticker and convicted thp lawyer of
Town do hereby lease, demise, and let stallments at the end of each tteee- The invitation ojf the chairman of the day Feb. 16th with .. Mrs'. : .Chesl^y. Pro inhuman treatment .whatever. his. anunto Kennebunk Mills, à coporation ex months thereafter, during the life of this Republican State committee for thé gram: Roll Call, Quotations from Amer-, swep-, Ed; I. will explain but will not
isting under anti by virtue of the Laws Lease or any renewal thereof. It is Progressives to help the G. ' O. P. out ican „.Authors.; paper; 'Some American; answer.'.
,
.
of ; the State of Maine and having an nevertheless understood and agreed upon, of the hole moved a speaker,at the ban Writers, Mrs. Chesley; Readings Selec
that
the
total
sum
on
Which
the
Lessees
office ar Sanford in said County of York,
quet last week to tell the following ted frorn^ American Authors;. Music,'.
a certain' lot of land, also the water are to pay a percentage as rental shajl story and predict a similar fate to thé Singing of American Songs; Home
Local Notes
privileges .connected therewith, situated- not exceed Twelve Thousand Dollars.
Progressives if their invitation was, Reading, ‘‘Rise of Silas Lapham” Howin said Kennebunk with the building 1 And the premises shall not be occu accepted. It appears that a fox after elPs. Take car .leaving B & M station
how thereon and to be erected thereon pied during the said term for any. pur a long run came to a we 11 where hung at twenty minutes before three o’clock.- Waiteri Kimball has resigned as
in accordiatice with the agréments con- pose usually denominated extra-hazard •two. buckets,. The water looked cool
The Home and School league is ar stant station master at. the local; office
Coffee Machines, .Chafing
tamed in this Lease; but the Lessprs re ous as to fire by insurance companies. . and refieshing and the fox,stepping ranging for another educational mass.,J of tlje Boston & Maine and returned, to
Dishes»
Percolators,- Tea Ket
serve for their own use so much of the
Lessors shall not erect oh said , lot into one bucket was soon at tne bottom, meeting the latter part ‘of1 this months f work at his/ trad< Of moulder at the
propertyas necessary for the housing of during
tles» Tea and riotfee Pots, Steak
the term of this Lease» any, the empty bucket-going to -the top. Dr; Scudder of New York City, a widely ! counter works. ,
their power ¿nd their electric light plant, building except
Planks, Crumb Trays, -Jardinieres
such asriiay be necessary Trie disappearance ol the second bucket known and popular platform speaker on'
and
the machinesand apparatus included for their Town Lighting or for the Less as the fox' descended caused consider subjects along, educational lines, ' , ,At the last season, of the Legislature
Fern Dishes» etc., ail marked
bended tnat the’
j1 the statu tefe were so am,ei
theriri, with free access to' such portions ees, except by mutual consent ip wilting able concern to Reynold and immediate been secured for the address
apq. a ; Selectmen ,>4.to.empQy^
Sale.
down for One , Week’s
of the property; said lot being, bounded On the baok-ef' this Èeaééi Lëss'èeé agree ly life-began tupian a.release. Wfieu rare* tfeat is in sto're'for all wno axe
inby Mousam River, by Main St., Storer to quit and deliver up the premises to about ready to give.up' à friend of the1 terested in such woi-k. .A f,ull house, road tjofiiiulssioriers wtiich... will1 make
òne,0r tntee'iess officers to vote’, for at
CHAFING DISHES
St.., and. by land of private parties.
j • the Lessors, or their attorney pèacéably forest appeared and in eloquent tone will undoubtedly greetDi
.
-.Scudder as j .the spring,election.,
Lessors agree to ¡erect on said lot a and quietly, at the end of the term Mr. Fox told, of the cooling well, the re m’any here have’ always wanted to'herir-j
$3.98 Ones
$2.98
building in -accordance with plans and aforsaid, in as good order and condition, freshing water and invited his
! ' William L. Nolan of the A, N. Pal$3.98
$5.00 Ones
specifications already approved by Les -reasonable use and wearing, thereof, .brother to. descend and partake. The him,
T.
, , i mer Co., of Boston, was in town .TuesThe
Mothers
’
club
of
sees and complete tnp same ready for or inévitable accident, excepted, -as the bait was alluring and the brothergot
Kennemtokl day afternoon, visiting thè'schools ob$.7,00 Ones
$4.98
occupancy. Said buildiug to be suitably same are, of may be put into by the said mtmthe other bucket and when it be .Lower Village held their i:
) serVIng trie- Avorkr.,/done- lb writing
$8.00 Ones
$5.98
4th
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Charles
piped for steam heat throughout, also to Lessors; Lessees ’will not assign or un gan to descend Mr. Fox jumped into
x. a Rand pj^p0U^.d0^ toe'grades, After school
After
the
business
.of
the
club;,
Miss
be
fully
equipped
with
automatic
sprink
Mr. Nolan held a .cohforehce with ' toe
derlet the premises or any. part thereof, tne first bucket and was soon at thé top,
BAKING Dl-SHES
lers -same to be at all times adequately without consent of toe Lessors' in writ leaving, his tricked friend in the hole, Manon- Hurley played .several selections-1 teachers whicn was very instructive.
on
the
piano-;
.
Miss>
Hurley
is
a
musician
supplied
with
water
under
proper
pres

ing on thé bpek of this Lease.
Arid <arid departed without, any attempt to of rare- ability for one Of her age, an J The sewing circle of the W. R. C.
$-5.00 Ones
$3.98
sure arid to comply with the require the Lessors may enter to view and make- relieve the situation.
it gave the Club great pleasure toflisten,
’"1""" 1 was entertained-by Miss Tneo, Shepard
ments
of
<the
New.
England^
Insurance
zVlahogany Serving Trays
improvements, and to expel the Lessees
In a column editorial a Biddeford to her,. There whs also a' reading from | at her home, -, Monday evening. ' The
Exchange. The said building shall be if they shall fail-to pay rent aforesaid,
heated from Lessors’ steam plant, but whether said rent be demanded or not; p'aper takes the Democratic- Argus to, “Rope’s End” by Mrs. Frank M., ladies'are wofknjg for ä- sale to be held
SJ.Off
$4.50 Ones
said Lessebs sha| pay for the same at or if they shall make or suffer any strip account for printing columns about the .Emery. The club, with the generous
$5J)O Ones
$.4.00
a rate to be agreed: upon between the or wPste thereof; Or shall fail to quit and Progressive committee banquet in PorD support of its friends, -is-..doing .every ' If youri cough won’I listen t6 a- reason
$4,. 50
$6.00 Ones
parties'which in no; event shall e-xceed 'surrender the premises to the Lessors land, intimating that its action Was due thing possible td develop the fine play able./
amount of natural persuasion, then
$7.00 Ones
$5.00
thé actual, cost thereof. Lessors agree at the end of said term, in manner afore to gratitude to men whose attitude -ground; It, was' voted to 'hold the next it is high
time you-tried a bottle of., our
$$.00 Ones
to provide the main shafting and place said, or .shall violate any of the covenants makes Democratic success possible meeting at the home of Mrs. William White‘-Pine;
$6.00
rind Tar Dough Syffip, .a
But
not
a
word
of
criticism
for
the
P.
Rewey.
the
same
as
direcred
by
Lessees-also
to
$10.00 Ones
$7.00
in this Lease by said Lessees to be per stand-pat Portland Evening Express
, tried and true, medicine of merit. '25c
provide necessary water wheels and ma formed.
Members of the Methodist <church
1
¡ per bottle.
»
Which' ignored the gathering in its
chinery arid all necessary appliances for
with a few invited friends enjoyed
PIE SERVERS
j^yed i Fiske’.s Prug. Store, Kennebunlfi —:adv .
In Witness whereof. Inhabi Thursday edition .and. on Friday pub choir,
transmitting power to the shafting of
a'sleigh
ride,
to
the
Samuel
Dowpiiig
tants of the Town of Ken- lished an account of fifty lines and the farm at West Kennebunk last Monday
There .was a large attendance rit the.
Lessees, and to maintain same m a high
$ Í .98 Ones
$1.5'0
/
nebunk by their Commission names. The-point of view ! Thé Only night.
regular meriting of Jesse Webster ''Re
state of efficiency; and it being neces
They
were
the
guests
of
.duly authorized and the Ken rise the Republicans ht¡tvé for toe Pro Chorister Charles W Gousens. The full lief Corps last Thursday evening. Af ter
. COFPÉE MACHINES
sary that ' the said Lessees shall have
nebunk Mills by its President gressives is to beat the Defaaocrats and moon and the excellent sleighing and the business a social hopr' wa"* enjoyed.
available at all times sufficient power to
and Treasurer, duly author the Democrats bôost thé Progressives
games‘and ,music* ; Ref
6 Cup size, worth $6.00 at $3.89
¡constantly operate their machinery, said
hospitality of Mr arid Mrs, Downing with
ized', have set their, hand and to defeat the Republicans. They both the
were seryed The ■committee -in' Charge
Dessors hereby agreed make provision
made
an
evening
long
to
be
re.inemberecl
official seals, the day-of the need a good thrashing and ' if th,e at In the party.vwere Mr, arid Mrs. Chrirles were Mrs. Bessie: Shepard; .arid'.LMrs, '
to furnish them with constany and ade
year first written above,
tendance arid . enthusiasm at the Pro- W. Gousens/ Mr. and Mirs. . E, A. Vairi Nellie Wormwood,
quate power up to 250 H. P. in the drySigned,
,
VALENTINES
gressive gathering is an indication of fiield.
est time, and whether this be obtained
Mrs. S. E. Leach,
Mrs; Olive 1 •The body of Mrs. Lucy
;h, Mrs.*'
Brown, a
-the sentiment at home both are gffing to Goodwin, Misses Gertriode. and Edith | former
KENNEBUNK MILLS,
by installing water wheels, or
resident of ' this place, wés
2 for 1c, Ic, 2 c, 3c, 5c, 10cr 15c
get
it
steam plant or both, the cost'
By GeorgfiB. Goodall, Pres.
Young, Miss Gladys Biomens tock, Mrs. brought zftom La wrence. Mass., last
25c and 35c.
of same is not to be included in
By Louis B. Goodall, Treas.
A Portland Republican editor bemoans Grace M Burleigh,- Owen Goodwin,, Friday and placed in the - tomb of Pine
'.
Grove cemetery "
Prayers a ; commi tthe fact that the greater number of Harry F, Fairfield.
Post Cards,
6 for 5c
, tai service were conducted
Rev.' S.
residents of York and . Cumberland coun
all the fellows; A meeting of local del evening was spent. The day proved to ties- prefer to read the Boston daily
Dennison’s line of
présence'
>E; Leech; at th« tomb, , in
Gard
of
Thanks
egates., will be held in the club room be the birthday anniversary ol Mrs. paper's to those of Maine and claims-that
and this
/of ..relative's fr ■in Lawte
Valentine ¡ Goods
Thursday afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
Bowdoin and the League remembered- as a result these people obtain the Mas
place.
We wish to.express our -thanks to out A newbuilding to cost $10,000 and .to
A treat is in store for the high school the occasion by a beautiful bouqüét of sachusetts viewpoint instead of 1 the
fellows of Kennebunk., Kennebunkport carnations;. Various amusing' games, healthier and .beneficial opinions of thé friends and neighbors who so kindly be known as the Perkins Memorial build 
and Wells, Thursday evening. Feb 19, including tests of biblical knowledge State editors. But it is really not sur assisted us in our sorrow, also for the ing in memory of the late Rev; 0.
whqri Arthur N. Cotton, international were played. Ice cream and cakes .were prising when.one ..knows that the news many beautiful floral offerings ' ..
Howard-Perkins is. to be built at Ferry
Mrs. John Driscoll and family.
Y. M. C. A., secretary for high and served. It proved tó be one of our most columns of the Maine Republican dailies
Beach as an annex to the Qui.lleri house,
are colored to suit, thé editors’., political
preparatory students, will meet' them felicitous gatherings.
which is owned by the Ferry Beach
at a i^iori banquet here and give theiri
In the absence of the pastor, who is beliefs. Any political gathering that
WANTED—Near oee,an. preferred,' to park .association..: This action was taken
a talk? He is one of the most popular conducting an evangelistic mission at meets in approval of the Penrose- buy some land marsh, pasture or wood- __
DEPARTMENT STORE
at a. —
meeting
_ _ r...D_of.___
the. association
_
held at
young men in the country with 'high the West Kennebunk church, all of the Barnes party-is extolled but if opposed land arid the price must be low for cash, the Univefsalist Publishing house at
to those betrayers- of the Republican Address, Enterprise.school fellows and a large number from, social meetings are led by laymen.
Boston, Friday.
..
these three schools are going to grasp y The .annual appeals for the various party-the assembly is ignored or briefly
For illustration see the -ac
this opportunity tp meet him.
benevolent enterprises of the Methodist covered'.
in the Portland, Evening Express
Episcopal church are being circulated count
245=247=251 Main St
thé big Progressive gathering in
among all of' the members and friends of
Portland last' week. Newspapers that
Methodist Church News
of the church.
print the news have the circulation and
All of the usual services will be held thé influence.
Sickness in many families combined next Sunday,
;‘
s ,
with Very treacherous walking, reduced
The Fourth Quarterly Conference of
Men and Boys
the afternoon attendance somewhat last
Local Notes
Sunday; but a very good audience heard the church will be held on Wednesday
•The W. R;.Ci will celebrate Lincoln’s
Kennebunk basketball teams had the pastor preach on “The Price of a, evening, Feb. 18th, by1 Rev; W. F
good success last week. Friday even Soul..’1’ In the.evening Mr W. rT. Kil Berry, D. D., of the-Portland District. and Washington’s' birthday, Thursday
ing both the bqys’ and girls! feams of gore conducted a very profitable social
A meeting of the Ladies Aid Society;- Feb; 26th.
the high sèhool won from the Wells meeting.
Mrs. Wallace Winsloiv has given up
will be held at the home of Mrs. Laura
high school teams in two live contests.
The E. L. Bible study class met at the Webber, York St,, on Thursda y after her., position at Geenleaf’spirestaurant I
Saturday afternoon the Royal Stars de- 1 home of Mr. .and Mrs.. W. T. Kilgore, noon at 2,30 o’clock.
’ '
.
. owing?tb ill;health!
feated the South Berwick, Juniors and ! on Pleasant street, on Monday evening
- There .are sb many cases of I
in the evening- the. Jolly Six trimmed and consideredsthe tenth week’s read
measles that the board of health __
has_¡
the Wells Tigers.
ings in the life of King Saul. Papers
closed
the Centennial hill schoolsf t being j
were
read
as
follows:“
The
Light
and
Local
Notes
The intercommunity Sunday school
reported that there are forty cases from teacher training class met with Mrs. the Dark Scenes in the Life of Saul, ’ ’
primary and ten for the intermediate, j
Sarah Cram, Monday evening at her by Miss Moulton ‘Jonathan,” by Miss
Wawa Tribe of Red Men conferred the
Edwin I. Littlefield, member of ¡the f
home on Summer street. The next Gertrude Young; ‘The Philistines,” by the Chiefs degree on four candidates, board of health,vhas seen the proprietor >
per box. Regular 40c goods. '
„ Monday night.
meeting ’will be with Mrs.. George J W. T. Kilgore; “Jabesh-Gilead,. ” by
and janitors of public halls and requested ;
Consens, Monday night, Feb. 23 at 7.30 Emma Kilgore. The Bible reading was
It is unofficially, reported that A. W. they be fumigated
on “The Divine Penalty-for Imfiety
o’clock.
Meserve will not be a candidate for re?
and
Sacrilege.
”
The
next'
week
’
s
While turning the corner of Storer,
The délégations who were fortunate
election to. the school board.
and Main steets on Monday noon the
enough to get their application, for studies -will be on the life of King David.
Five hunters were appointed at the; sleigh of Dr. F. C. Lord was overturned
On Tuesday evening' the- Epworth
credentials in before time was up can
^hardly wait-for the great annual State I League Chapter held its monthly meet- ' last meeting of the Wawa Tribe of Red /the docter, robes and cases being thrown
THE REXALL STORE
boys’ conference to arrivé. Hundreds | ipg and social at the home of Mr. ¿nd j Men to secure, corn and venison, and unceremoniously into the street. The
w
XXXX..V, been filed
_________
No seriousof registrations have
and xz.a ; Mrs. Charles Bowdoin. A goodly num- i amusement for a social gathering of the horse also went down.
splendid program has been arranged for ber attended and a most delightful tribe m the near future.
damage.
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Contract Signed Four Year* Ago Has -Expired—Pos=
sible that Electric Light Board Wid Ask for in
structions' at Town Meeting—Contract
Was Not Registered at Town Clerk’s
Office—An interesting Pdper

8c
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Berry Sentenced
F. Berry of Waterville, 1

ance worker, was found

urge of criminally libel!*jstice George F. Haley
preme Court by a jury

Court Thursday. The
our hours. Counsel for
a motion of arrest of

hearing on this will be
be fixed by counsel. It
anted by Judge Connolly,

be

discharged. If it is

will be sentenced.

His

ou Id take an exception

ould go to the law term
Court.

The motion was

tention that the indict-
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THE BOWDOIN PÌÌARM.ÀCY..

_________
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

/ *

in which improved implements and
better seed are sold at moderate
prices on installments, introduced ele
mentary instruction in agriculture in
the schools, established credit socie
ties and village banks. The peasant,
though slow to take advantage of
these aids to progress, is gradually
coming to see their possibilities and to
make use of them.
By WALTER WILLIAMS, LL.D.
Authorities Against Progress.
(Dean of the Schoolofjaamalimafthe Untvenito of Miesourl)
A fruitful cause of delay in Russia’s
progress is the opposition of the au
thorities, under which general phrase
may be included the dignitaries of the,
RUSSIA—A NEW NATION
Orthodox Church, the nobility and the
bureaucracy. The indifference of the
Nijni - Novogo- aids in the transformation of Russia. majority of the peasantry to any
Before the emancipation of the serfs change and, indeed, its frequent re
r o d, Russia.—
The farm ad the land around a village was held in volt against change, also hinders prog
viser has arrived common. The village assembly an ress. The Young Men’s Christian As
<n Russia. The nually divided the fields among the sociation, for example, findà no oppor
factory grows in families of the village for the purpose tunity . to gain place for its work in
number, variety of cultivation. With the products of Russia,, except in St. Petersburg,
and amount of this cultivation each family must sup where it .conceals itself under a for
product and effi port itself. Under the present sys eign name and has no Bible classes,
ciency. The com tem communal ownership has been save as the Orthodox priests give an
munal system of theoretically abolished but, in the occasional lecture. Factory inspection
peasant proprie more remote districts, not practically. was resented by factory employes, as
torship is crum Communal cultivation still, in many well as employers. When one in
bling away. The places, exists. In the villages of north spector recommended that the work
Duma—a nation- ern and central Russia the whole of men be provided with individual sleep
a1
parliament the female population and about one- ing cots, instead of being given beds
with clipped half of the male inhabitants are habit together in a large dormitory room—
wings—has come. ually occupied in cultivating the copi- the manufacturer, frequently bringing
'These significant ‘munal land or the' land allotted to labor from a long distance, must house
new facts, with them. The arable part of this land is the laborer—the workmen rebelled,
others delated divided into three large fields, each asking: “Must we be cooped up like
thereunto, are of which is cut up into 'long, narrow cattle in stalls?”
t ransforming strips. The first field is reserved for
The serfs were slow in realizing
Russia. It was a handful of scattered the winter grain—rye, which jp black their freedom and are, in the. outly
tribes yesterday. It comprises one- bread, uninviting in appearance, but ing districts, as devoted to their for
seventh of the world’s land surface neither unwholesome nor unpalatable, mer masters, as the old-time darkey
today, a Muscovite giant sprawling forms the principal food of the rural slaves in America, A domestic serf,
across two continents, and possesses I population. In the second field is vowing a pilgrimage if her master re
one-ninth of the world’s population. raised oats for the horses and buck covered from a dangerous illness,
It was agricultural yesterday; t\>day wheat for food of the men and women. walked to Solovetsk, on the White
the factory is taking. labor from the The third lies fallow and is used in Sea, 2,000 miles, in fulfillment of the
farm and building great cities. It was summer as pasturage for1 the cattle. vow.
a land of serfs yesterday and, today all The value of rotation of crops has
The bureaucrats intertwined with
Russia is freed from serfdom. \ Farm been long known and practiced in the reactionary element of the Ortho
Russia.
The
tri-ennial
system
is
very
ing was carried on yesterday with the
dox Church form the chief obstacle to
rudest implements and today there is simple. - The field which is used this rapid or radical reform. They fear
year
for
raising
winter
grain
will
be
American agricultural machinery in
Id.ss of power and prestige as well as
the newly-cleared fields of the North used next year for raising summer position. Representatives of the prov
and on the wind-swept steppes of the grain and in the following year it will incial assemblies met secretly in Mos
South. It was an absolute monarchy lie fallow. Every family in the two cow to discuss non-political meas
yesterday temp^rfed by assassination fields which it has under cultivation ures òf economic reform for Russia
and today, thanks to the fright which has one or more of the long, narrow and were sent home by the govern
revolution and threatened revolution strips or belts into which ,they are ment.
caused to the Czar’s advisers, it has a divided.
The Czar’s Fair Promises.
Serfdom vs. Freedom.
Duma, with limited powers and par
In the depression and revolt which
The change going on from the serf followed the defeats of the Russo-Jap
tial fyee-speech, and a partially free
press and a modicum of manhood suf labor system to a free labor situation anese war, the Council of Ministers
mayi be compared, to a certain extent, yielded to the popular demand and
frage.
to the change in the United States, sought to allay popular discontent by
Russia’s Show Places.
The traveler is first shown, with where free labor succeeded slave la issuing a manifesto which declared
their attendant beggars, the cathe bor. “If the serfs had a great many the Czar’s “inflexible resolutions:”
drals of Russia, many and magnifi ill-defined obligations to fulfill,” com
“To confer on the population the
cent in this land where the Orthodox mented Sir Donald Mackenzie Wal immovable foundations of' civil liberty,
Church has firm hold upon the alle- lace, an Englishman who has spent including inviolability of person, lib
erty of conscience and freedom of
speech, together with the right of
holding public meetings and forming
associatone.
“To include in the State Duma rep
resentatives of the unenfranchised
classes.
“To lay down as an absolute rule
that no law could be valid without the
approval of the State Duma and that
the deputies should be able to take
part in supervising the authorities so
as to ensure their acting in con
formity with the laws.”
Duma Crippled but Progressing.
The Russians took the Czar and his
councillors at their word and elected
what‘was called “the duma of the na
tional indignation,” representative of
all classes, for your true Russian is
at heart considerable of à democrat.
He does not agree with the French
philosopher who preferred to be ruled
by one lion of good family rather than
Russian Women Farm Laborers.
one hundred rats of his own species.
■giânce of the people. The ikon, pic- many years in Russia, “such as the The first Duma sought really to gov
’ture-image of a saint, has prominent carting of the master’s grain to mar ern Russia, .which frightened official
i£nd honored place everywhere, in pub ket, the preparing of his firewood, sup dom, and the puma was dissolved.
lic buildings, in railway cars, in hotel plying of him with eggs, chickens, Then came a second Duma, which a
¡rooms, on the corners of the streets. home-made linen and the like—they Conservative ridiculed as "the Duma
¡Religion, in its outward manifestation had, on the other hand,, a great many of,the national ignorance,” which did
i at least, occupies large space in the ill-defined privileges. They grazed nothing, and a third which was of
¡life of the Russian. The palaces of their cattle during a part of the year higher character and more construct
the rulers are next shown, from the op the manor land; they received fire ive. With each succeeding election,
splendid Winter Palace on the Neva, wood and Jogs for their huts; and, in while the bureaucrats seek to cripple
in St. Petersburg—a capital, made to times of famine, they could look to the Duma’s power and control its ac
¡order, like Berlin and Madrid, and their master for support. Now all this tions to suit their own ends, the spirit
with malice aforethought,-—to the Pal is changed. The serf must buy every of freedom grows and measurable
ace of the Kremlin at the ancient and thing he uses. Besides this, from an progress toward popular government
holy capital city of Moscow with its economic point of view, village life has been made. Entire freedom of
Red Staircase stained with blood. has been revolutionized. Formerly conscience has not been obtained, as1
Again the visitor is shown the gal the members of a peasant family ob witness the attacks upon the Jews,
leries, where Russia, like older and tained from their ordinary domestic not altogether religious persecution it
more advanced Western Europe, has resources nearly all they required. may be noted. Entire liberty of
gathered its stolen art treasures or, Their domestic animals were bred at speech is not yet, as testify the sup
as a climax, the Moscow gallery, with home and their agricultural imple pression of public meetings and the
the masterful creations of the Russian ments manufactured at home, except confiscation i of newspapers which
artist, Verestchagin, arguments un where iron was required. Little money make war upon the government. The
answerable against the syndicate was in use or needed. Very different Duma is not free and there is no min
slaughter men call war. But when is 'the present condition. Home indus istry responsible either to the people,
cathedral and palace and painting tries have been killed by the big fac as in the United States, or to< the
have been seen the real Russia, a mov tories and everything must be Parliament, as in Great Britain. But
ing picture of progress, economic and bought.”
the progress toward better conditions
But with the change has come— is being made mote rapidly each year.
political, lies beyond.
freedom.
The Russian peasant, The press, liberal in tone in all the
Peasants Becoming Artisans.
The Russian peasant—muzhik— “bowed with the weight and woe of large cities, is a powet for progress.
wjth the coming of the factory, has, in centuries,” is beginning to stand erect. In Moscow, Russia’s greatest journal,
i many sections of the empire, become a The peasantry is passing through a owned by un able journalist, who thir
, peasant-artisan. He works on the period of transition. The peasant is ty years ago, a Russian peasant,
¡farm part of thd year and in the fac learning the use of liberty and, though came to the Holy City with a single
tory in the town at other times. Often slowly, is improving the conditions of rouble for his entire capital, leads the
!he leaves the farm to the women, old the village^ which, in Russia, means continuous campaign toward moderate
I men and boys, and spends practically rural life. The farm adviser, who is republicanism.
the entire twelve months at the fac- here unfortunately too much of a bu
A Great Nation in the Making.
jtory, only visiting his farm home at reaucrat, is helping the peasant to
“
The giant is blind, but thinking,
Hong intervals. Russian manufacturr help himself. The adviser is generally
And his locks are growing fast!”
jlng began with the iron foun- employed by a large landed proprietor
The Russian peasantry are strong
I dries which were designed to make who wishes to obtain greater returns of intellect and body, generous, hos
from
his
land,
but
in
certain
parts
of
¡cannon and other munitions of war.
pitable in the extreme, good-humored,
'it was soon extended to include the Russia the local governments have set deeply religious. With education and
¡manufacture of woolen goods, cotton farm advisers successfully to work. freedom they will outrank many other
Assemblies Improve Agriculture.
¡goods and, latterly, all the products
peoples who have had more ptominens
¡employed in western civilization. For
While the establishment of factories and honored place in history.' A great
eign capital, at first largely dominant is making inroads upon the rural la nation is in the making in Russia,
I in all Russian manufacturing, has bor, the Russia of today is and, doubt greater, it may well be believed, than
¡been gradually succeeded by Russian less, the Russia of tomorrow will be the outside world realizes—great, not
capital. Most of the great factories an agricultural nation. Hence the merely because of ¿the immensity of
¡are now owned and operated entirely efforts to increase the agricultural Russian territory and the number of
(by Russians. The development of the "products by better seed and improved its inhabitants, but great because of
’factory, by creating a necessity for implements are initiated or encour the strength and character of its peo
;more workmen in the cities and fac aged by the local assemblies, interest ple. And lipon the Russian peasant
tory districts, has caused a change in ing survivals of self-government in a is the new and Greater Russia to be
¡the farm conditions. This result was land of autocracy. These villages or builded. In his own reverent phrase
accompanied by certain changes in the provincial assemblies — Zemstvos—in —dai Bog—God grant it may be so!
prillage or communal life which are some districts have established depots
(Copyright, 1914, by Joseph B. Bowles.)

Making Tomorrows
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OIL IH GEAR BOX

NEW IDEA IN SPRINGS
INVENTION WOULD SEEM TO BE
AN IMPROVEMENT. .

Its Presence Necessary, Though
It Must Not Be Allowed to
Get Too Thick.
Increased Efficiency in Road Work Is

MAKES SPEED CHANGE EASIER
Will Also Pay Driver to See That No
Parts of Metal Remain In the Box
—One of the Chief Causes of
Faulty Meshing.

~*

"There should always be sufficient
oil in the gear box to allow the bottom
of the gear wheels to run in it,” says a
prominent automobile engineer.
“Medium or thick lubricating oil
should be used in preference to a mix
ture of grease. If the gear box gets
hot, this is very often because the oil
is too think, as in this case an undue
amount of resistance is caused by the
movement of the wheels in the thick
grease ; if proof is needed, put in some
more grease and See how much hotter
it gets. It is generally easier, too, to
change speed in oil than grease. If it
gets unduly not with thin grease, the
shafts or the level (in a chain-driven
car) are probably out of alignment,
probable cause a faulty ball bearing.
Try to lift the shafts with the hand,
a loose shaft can easily be discovered
in this way. In a new car the oil
should be taken out and strained after
about 500 miles or less, and the gear
box carefully washed out with paraffin
to get out all the shreds of metal that
always will be found here. The oil,
after being carefully strained through
a few thicknesses of fine muslin, can
be replaced if desired.
“Should a tooth or part of one' be
broken, it should on no account be al
lowed to remain in the gear box, or it
will most certainly get between the
wheels sooner or later. The oil must
be taken out and the gear box washed
out as already described.
'
“See that your gears mesh properly,
the edges of the toothed wheels should
be exactly opposite each other, the
whole of each wheel engaging with its
fellow on the opposite shaft. In a
gate change speed, if they do not suf
ficiently enter, a little more may be
filed out of the gate quadrant to allow
the lever to goJ further forward o*
back, as the case may be.
“In this change speed, if the gears
do not mesh, examine for end play on
the shafts. About the only other
thing that can cause faulty meshing
is play in the joints of the connecting
rods between the change-speed lever
and the fork, or other mechanism
working the toothbed wheels back
ward. This is generally caused by
wear on a pin and play in the joint.
The part through which the pin goes
should be bored out to take the next
size larger pin, and one of this size in
serted. , Undue wear on the end bear
ings of the shafts is, in cheap cars,
caused (if the lubrication is satisfac
tory) by the gear box not being in
proper alignment. In other words (if
the front bearing is wearing oval, or,
if it is a ball bearing, is getting un
duly worn), an imaginary line drawn
through the center of the crank shaft,
if continued toward the rear of the car,
would not pass through the center
of the primary shaft in the gear box.
In this case the gear box must be
packed up, or moved to one side as the
case may be, or the engine may have
to be picked up, if it is too low.”

TEMPERS RAYS OF HEADLIGHT

the Claim Made for Them by
the Manufacturers.

Standard motor cars of today are
made to about the same specifications,
makers differing more in the matter of
materials, workmanship, dimensions,
and sales methods than in the ideas
of details. As a result the motor car
is a more or less cut and dried propo
sition for the ordinary engineer. Once
in a while a genius with more courage
.than the rest breaks away from con
vention and produces a new idea. The'
drawing shows a departure from the
type of springs ordinarily fitted to
motor cars which has many things in
its favor. This has been brought out
on a foreign car of prominent make
and shows great efficiency in road
work. The springs, shown are for the
rear axle. Two springs are fitted oh a.
side, bolted in front to a heavy cast-

ing on the car frame, the two quarter
elliptic springs projecting backward
and ending on a yoke casting on the
rear axle, just behind the brake drum
shown. Thus the springs are strong
enough to take all radius rod and
thrust strains and yet are free to act
at the slightest bump. The construc
tion is cheap, free from side sway, and
comfortable.

CAUSES OF CARBON DEPOSIT
Explanation of Troubles Which at
Some Time or Other Have Puz
zled Most AUto Drivers.
If there were enough air in the
cylinder at the time of explosion to
consume all the carbon in the cylin
der there would be no carbon deposit.
There are two agents which contain
carbon, and which are present in the
cylinder at the time of explosion.
These are: (1) a mixture of gasoline
and air, and (2) a quantity of lubri
cating oil. Both these are sources of
carbon trouble and both are neces
sary; therefore, it is the object of the
operator of the car so to make his ad
justments and other arrangements
that the carbon troubles will be kept
to a minimum. First, let us consider
the question of carbon deposit from
the fuel—that is, the gasoline and air.
Theoretically, it would take about
eight parts of air to one of gasoline
to make a mixture that would burn
without leaving any residue. Prac
tically, we are using on the average,
with a well adjusted carburetor, about
thirteen parts of air to one of gaso
line. We are still getting carbon de
posit from the gasoline—that is, car
bon which is uncombined—and at the
same time our exhaust gas analysis
shows that we are exhausting a per
centage of unused air.

UNMASKING OF HAROLD
By EVELYN HOGE.
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X
“The perfidy of man,” declared the
girl with the mink toque, “is some
thing to make one shudder!”
“Whose perfidy are you shuddering!
at now?” inquired her friend, in the
black broadcloth suit.
“My former fiance’s,” explained the
girl with the mink toque.' “Harold, in
other words. When I think that I
might have married that man, not
knowing his true character, how
thankful I am that I found him out in
time! And I trusted his every word!”’
“How could you find the timer this;
busy season of the yeiar?” demanded
her friend, skeptically. “Harold is*
such a talker. What did he do?”
The girl with the mink toque sigh
ed. “He vowed that Edith was noth
ing to him!” she declared. “He wassort of devoted to her when he first,
met me, you know. I say right away
that she was not the kind of girl for
/him—not up to his standard at all. Her
was just wasted on her. Edith really
is perfectly dreadful, she said such,
things about my trying to get Harold,
away from her! My trying! Why, 1
simply couldn’t escape him after het
once had seen me! As though I had.
to try!
“She was awfully bitter about Har
old’s getting ’engaged to me and!
prophesied that he would come back,
to her and everything like that I
made* Harold promise that he never,,
never, would go near her I”
“Of course you did right,” agreed
the girl in the black broadcloth ^uit.
“One can’t be too careful about guard
ing one’s fiance nowadays. They’rescarce, like other luxuries, with thehigh cost of living!”
“He said he wouldn’t,” declared thegirl with the mink toque. “He insisted
that nothing would make him go with
in a mile of her—that he simply
couldn’t see her when I was on earth.
No matter how sweetly they talk, dear,,
never believe them! I never shall,
again! Then one day recently, when
Harold came to pass the evening as £
supposed, it rained.”
“What of it?”
“He had to have an umbrella, didn’t,
he?” snapped the girl with the mink:
toque. “He looked sad and said hewas terribly upset, but there was a.
man in town whom he had to meet,
that evening—business appointment
and all that—and he had expected tohave a cozy evening with me, but that,
a man was often called upon to sacri
fice his own wishes and he hoped I
would understand.'
“I didn’t care so awfully much about
Harold’s going early, because I had:
been up late for four evenings and was.
so sleepy that my head ached; so the?
chance to get nine hours of slumber
appealed, to me. I told Harold that
while he had completely spoiled a hap-

MEET CALL FOR CHAUFFEURS
Thousands of Men In Eastern States
Are’ Licensed to Drive Au
tomobiles.

The extreme to which automobiles
Motor . Lamp Shade Devised to Meet have brought a new calling appears in
tne fact that there are approximately
Road Laws in Force In Some
55,000 chauffeurs in New York state.
of the States.
During the*4ast eight months more
In some cities—New York, for ex than 130,000 automobiles have been
ample—automobiles are not allowed to registered in that state, a gain of 30,use very brilliant headlights at night. 000 over the corresponding period in
The blinding rays tend to Confuse 1912. Receipts from ^registrations and
pedestrians and horses rather than to from chauffeurs’ licenses now reach
“I Phoned Her This Morning.”
aid anyone but the chauffeur. A Cali a total of $1,235,000, an amount equal
to
the
aggregate
receipts
of
1910
and
fornia man has invented an attach
py evening for me I would bear it par
ment that enables the motorist to 1911. Turning to Pennsylvania, it ap tiently for his sake.
pears
that
the
number
of
licenses
keep his headlights burning, yet tem“Next morning when father/found
there has risen to 79,000, as against
,his
umbrella with the ¿old knob
25,200 issued in 1908. It is claimed gonepet
—the directors presented it to
that this makes that state rank fourth him*
for something or other—he had
in the number of its automobile li
censes, New York being first, Cali spasms until I told him that Harold
fornia second, with over 80,000, and must have taken it. I telephoned Har
old to return father’s umbrella double
Ohio third, with 56,000.
quick—and Harold began making the
weirdest excuses. With father fuming
Held Guilty of Negligence.
and Harold shillyshallying over the
In an automobile case in Maine the phone I nearly lost my mind—and in
supreme judicial court held in Savoy the midst of the excitement the um
vs. McLeod that the driver of an au brella arrived by special messenger
tomobile on a highway constantly trav with a note addressed to me!
eled by pedestrians and teams and oc
“The note was from Edith—and she
cupied by children of all ages must said she knew that my father must be
have such control over his car as to anxious about such a valuable umbrel
enable him to avoid a collision with la, so she was sending it back at once1
any of the persons whose presence he —it had his name engraved on it, you
can foresee, the duty of due care being know. She said Harold was so forget
measured by the hazard to be avoided. ful and that he had left it at her house
In the case at bar, where the defend the evening before.
ant drove his car into the plaintiff’s
“Harold came On the gallop when I
team, proceeding on the theory that phoned him that evening. I held the
the
team
would
turn
out
on
his
signal,
umbrella up before him and murmured
Bag Folds Up or Down.
the defendant was guilty of negli that Edith had sent it. He turned pur
per their rays to the poor foot travel gence.
ple. T phoned her this morning/ he
er. A bellows-like bag that resembles
gasped miserably, ‘and she declared
a Chinese lantern encloses the lamp.
Carbureters Are Sensitive.
that I hadn’t left it!’
On country roads, or anywhere where
Most carbureters are more sensitive
“You thought yoji’d get it back here
much light is needed and laws are not to temperature variations than the av and I’d never know, didn’t you?’ I de
so strict, the bag can be lowered. On erage operator is aware of. When a manded.
entering the city it is only the work relatively warm day is followed by a
“My dear, that man had the audacity
of an instant to pull the bag up and cool night and colder morning the er to say that he had gone to Edith’s be
the lamp is completely enveloped. At ratic behavior of a large percentage of cause she insisted that she was going
the same time, enough light comes the motors seen on the streets of a abroad for years and would never see
through the more or less transparent city is easily explained, particularly him again, and he couldn’t get out of
material to answer all purposes.
when the difficulty is emphasized by going to see her. Well, I turned him
repeated back-firing. That the mixture off with scorn. Any man who is as
Take the Weight Off the Tires.
must be readjusted for cold weather easy as that, is not smart enough to
Ja-Jk up one side of the front axle in addition to providing hot air or hot be trusted with my future. Fate found
and place a block' in the center so water circulation for the jacket of the out his duplicity and so we parted.
and when the jack is removed the mixing chamber is a point which However, we’ve got the gold knobbed
two wheels will clear the floor.
Stems lost on many drivers.
. umbrella back in the family and that's
sometlrug.”—Chicago Daily News.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME. '
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ASKING OF HAROLD
Jy EVELYN HOGE.
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exceeding five per cent, is paid to the
stockholders. Five per cent; is the
liinit of profit to shareholders; This is
the rule in all co-operative enterprises
Jn Ireland. It is organized primarily
that profits may go to ’the man who
brings in the cream. It is not ranked
as a particularly fine investment tor
the shareholder. /
Differs From American Creameries^
We find the mechanical processes of
How It Is Done in Europe and May Be Done X butter
making much the same as those
in America to the Profit of Both
i in the best up-to-date American butter
We do find, however, that
Farmer and Consumer t factories.
this co-operative association has had
By MATHEW S. DUDGEON
❖ an output that is of more uniform ex-^
cellence than that of the American '
l
factory. Here each member seems to
realize more fully than does the Amer
(Copyright, 1914. Western Newspaper Union.)
ican farmer that the utmost vigilance
must be exercised in keeping the milk
WHY IRISH BUTTER IS GOOD.
and cream fresh and free from all im
purities, that keeping up the quality of
the butter is as much his business as
the butter-maker’s.
Therefore he
breeds and’ feeds and cares for his
cows and handles his milk on scientific
lines suggested by co-operative instruc
tors and inspectors. The farmer is
saving his own interests, of course^ for
a falling off of quality and reputation
means a falling Off in the price ob
tained for butter. The creamery tests
carefully, not only for butter fat but
for freshness and flavor.
Supervi&jon and Inspection.
Then, too, the Irish Agricultural Or
ganization society, which is the 'central
federation pf all co-operative societies,
inspects the Creamery and its output
frequently, .points out defects and
helps to remedy them., The business
side is not neglected, Thé organization society has complete business su
The Omagh Co-operative Creamery.
pervision of the creameries, which
If co-operation in the production and must keep their accounts and records
Omagh, County Tyrone, Ireland.—
What the city woman needs is butter marketing of butter will take off even in (he way and on forms prescribed by
that is standardized and always of a a small part of the burden of the farm this central body. The creameries re
uniform excellence—butter which ers’ wife, if it will give heu time to port to the organization society and
.comes, as fresh and comes as straight straighten up from her work at table their books and accounts are period
i as may be from the cow on the farm and tub and leave her free to remem ically audited by the organization so
'to the table in the city dining room. ber that she is a human being with a ciety’s auditor.
Co-Operation Does the Work.
With1 the husband singing in her ears head and a soul, if it will permit her
In short, the butter is good because
’the eong of high cost of living—and to get off the farm oftener than «once
¡what husband is not driven to such in 14 wears—if co-operation will do pf co-operation. The members co-op
.songs in these days of high prices— this or help by ever so little to do it, ’ erate with each' other and with the
she feels that she must get butter that the woman on the farm is for c6-opera- Omagh creamery; the Irish Agricul
tural Organization society co-operates
can be bought at something less than tion.
with the Omagh creamery; thfe Omagh
An Ungallant Irishman.
‘the fancy prices charged in the exclu
sive delicatessen shops to which she
We have found one man here in Ire creamery is federated with hundreds
is driven in? her efforts to insure her land who is opposed to Co-operation. of other creaineries and is federated
family a good grade of butter. Ask Walking along a country road near with and co-operates with the' Irish
,her and she will tell you that if co-op Omagh we came upon a shrewd faced Wholesale society through which the
eration will enable her to get good but Irishman who was vefy ready to talk butter is marketed. It is co-operation
ter at a price made somewhat less by about co-operation. He was evidently everywhere and the object of it all is
!the elimination of excessive distribu a man of some intelligence and, judg to‘produce good butter, to market it in
tion charges then she is heartily for ing from his manner ¿nd address, a good shape and to get a fair price for
co-operation.
man of some experience and success it.
Quality and Brands.
The city man of course, wants a in business. So we engaged him in
But quality after all is the whole
¡good butter to eat. The farmer wants conversation about co-operation and
thing, If butter is not good no system
'to make money from his dairy. They its effects!
i
have been telling us in America that , “I am against it,” he said. “There of marketing, no business methods, no
¡direct co-operative marketing will give is no sense in it.” And he gave us in exercise of federated strength, no co
-each what he wants; that co-operation forcible and picturesque language the, operative endeavor can do anything
has repeatedly accomplished these re story of how he had been personally for it. The Omagh creamery makes
sults where it has been tried in Ire injured in his business by co-opera good butter and for years has made
land, in Holland, in Denmark and in tion. It developed that he had been a good butter. It has a well established
(Germany. If co-operation will do this, buyer of farm produce—a commission reputation tor good butter which is
’it is well to look'into it for good but merchant in a small way. “Now there worth at least one cent for every
ter is important—and financial profits is no money in it,” he said, “since the pound that it makes. In order to be
¡are Worth while. So some of us are margin between what the city man 'able to. collect this cent on each pound
(Over here in Ireland to see if co-opera pays and what the farmer receives is it'must mark, each pound that! it sends
tion really is a benefit both to the city cut down. The farmer sells through out.
And printed upon the wrappers and
'eater and to the rural producer.
the co-operative organization directly
The co-operative creamery here is to the city merchant.” Reluctantly he stamped upon thè cases is the guar
turning out good butter—none better admitted that maybe it was better for anty of quality : “Guaranteed Pure
anywhere. We think we have found the farmer and better for the city con Centrifugal Creamery Butter, Finest
'why Irish butter is good, why it brings sumer who had little with which ¿o Quality.”
Butter Central Label.
to the farmer a good price in this city. buy food. “But it’s hard on us com
But more important still is, -the au
‘The butter is good because co-opera mission men. It’s putting us on the
tive creameries use good methods of rocks. I am riot buying butter at all thorized label of thp Irish Agricultural
butter making; because their patrons any more. The co-operative creamery Organization society issued from its
headquarters at the Plunkett house in
.get good milk from good cows, take her6 has run me out.”
igbod care of it, and deliver it in good ’■'We asked him, if co-opera,tiye butter Dublin. It goes upon only the best of
condition to the creamery; and lastly making did not make the Work of the butter. It goes not upon a case or
because when once made it is -hurried farmer’s wife and daughter easier. cake òr cover, but upon the butter it-off to a consumer before it can get “Of Course it does,” he said., “And lit self. The label is printed upon thin
istale. They get a good price for it be tle good it is doing them. They don’t tissue paper. When it is placed upon
cause* it is good butter..
have to skim the milk and churn and the blitter it is stamped with a die
On the other hand, the city gets it at mold and salt the butter now and so that fixes the label firmly upon and in
¡a reasonable price because co-opera- they go galavanting oyer the roads on the butter and tears the paper so that
i tive marketing in Ireland is direct their bicycles. They 'don’t stay home it cannot be removed and used again.
¡marketing; because the butter comes at all any more. They’re worse about This label is guaranteed as carefully
(Quickly and directly ..from the cream gadding than city women,” and he as are the coins of the realm. Each
has a series number and can be traced
ery to the city home-with little added shook his head with misgivings.'
Jexpense for much handling by many
So, if it be true, as dur Irish friend to. the creamery to Which it was deliv
¡middlemen.
in his self pity proclaimed, that co ered. If by any chance it is found up
Why Farm Butter Is Sometimes Bad. operative butter making and butter on a poor quality of butter, the blitter
The writer remembers summer but marketing is going to make it cost the is at once sent back to the creamery
ter made from cream skimmed from 'consumer less land het the farmer to which the use of that particular
uncooled milk and kept on the warm more, we suggest that both maker and label was entrusted-;
¡pantry shelf during the long hot days eater wih be for it, the ex-commission
What We Need in America.
¡until churning time. It was hardly but merchant to the contrary notwith
We have plenty of creameries tn the
ter—it was in fact commercially standing. They wiU both in city '¿nd United States. Some of them are
ranked “grease.” It brought six cents country be interested in seeing co-op owned co-operatively by the farmers.
Ter pound, and as butter was worth eration accomplished. -Certainly the But the farmers stop gust short of the
less.
country woman who feels the burden ■highest success; The marketing is
Failure to make good butter was in of butter making will welcome a pro generally haphazard. The different
evitable». Nor were the tired farmers’ cess by which she is to get an oppor creameries do not co-operate in sell
wives to be criticised for the poor re tunity to see something besides the ing. Often good butter' goes.' bad be
sults obtained. They had no facilities top of the cook stove and the inside of fore it is sold. No one knows where
for keeping the milk and cream clean the big churn. And we do not believe 'the demand is greatest today, when
and cool, no facilities for making but that the ordinary American farmer the butter should be sent tomorrow.
ter, no facilities for keeping it.
will object to co-operation even if it The quality is seldojn uniform. Many
does give his wife arid daughter time a good butter maker with good butter
Co-Operation Lightens Labor.
What the woman on the farm most to get out upon the road in buggy or making equipment turns out poor but
ter because the patrons bring in poor
needs is to be free from the burden of on bicycles.
cream. The farmers do not. co-opera
the endless handling of milk, cream
The Omagh Creamery.
.and butter, from skimming the milk,
When we learned that the Omagh tively work for quality, The creamery
and churning the cream and from salt Co-operative Creamery system of mar does not always discriminate between
ing and working and molding the but keting was cutting Mown the margin the best fresh cream and cream that' is
ter—from all the labor entailed in the of price between farmer arid consumer a trifle stale and old. Butter buyers
production of home-made, hand-made —was both raising the price to the cannot know what they are getting.
butter. She needs it if she is to have farmer and lowering the price to the The name of the creamery upon a
any life outside the kitchen and the consumer, we concluded that it was a package carries no guaranty of qual
milk room.
concern worth considering. Even the ity.. It is put on good and bad butter
The laborious weariness of the un accusation 'that made it; possible for alike.
A Definite Prescription.
eventful existence of the farmer’s wife the farmer’s wife and daughter to get
has produced many candidates for the out on their bicycles, occasionally did
What is needed in the United States
insane asylums. More than one worn not unduly prejudice us against it. The is, first, creameries supported by farm
out unfortunate has been taken into Omagh creamery is capitalized by con ers working together co-operatively to
pustody because her household duties tributions from 6'00 members who in produce an absolutely uniform high
nave chained her to a maddening vested from five dollars, up to $250 grade product; second, a brand that is
monotony unrelieved by opportunity each. But the voting is not by shares. authoritatively fixed only oh butter of
for intercourse, and have made impos It is on? the one man brie vote plan. the highest quality after official tests
sible any thought above the churn and The five-dollar man? votes just as often and grading; and third, a central as
the cook stove. One Wisconsin farm and as forcibly as the $250-dollar man. sociation or federation of creameries
er’s wife was adjudicated by the counThe members voting thus elect a that will perform the functions of the
ty judge to be afflicted with insanity. board of directors. These.in turn have Irish Wholesale society and of the
When the judge announced the deci the best man they can get as manager. Irish Agricultural Organization society.
sion to the husband he was . incredu But he must be more than a butter This central federation should contro
lous. ‘¡‘It can’t' be she’s got insanity maker. He must be a good business thè branding of butter, possibly under
or anything else,” he said. “She’s had man and an expert in marketing: No state supervision; it should respect
no chance to catch it. She1 hasn’t set matter how, much money is made, jt and audit and advise with each sep
a foot off the farm for 14 years and no must all go back to the members in arate Creamery; it should aid in mar
neighbor has stayed at our house long ♦ >roportion to the blitter fat delivered keting the butter intelligently and
enough to give, her anything.”
| to the creamery after a dividend not' economically,

1
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Pretty Utility Dress of Cloth

Co-Operative Farm.
Products Marketing

--——------ :---

"

(Conducted by the National Woman’s»
Christian Temperance Union.)

.

of . the conglomeration of styles
OUTwhich
the beginning of winter

ushered in, many are passing and a
¡few are to remain for spring. Here
'is a pretty and rather plain cloth
¡gown tor present wear, which may be
copied in taffeta silk, figured or plain
'voile (or both), in white embroidered
fabrics—in faijt, in any of the beauti
ful summer materials. It. will be found
¡strictly up to date when the time
¡comes tor wearing it.
A very pretty development of it
shows a plain skirt, quite full enough
'to step in at the normal stride, with
the hip drapery made of figured voile
¡having a white ground with ¡colored
flowers. The bodice is made of this
voile combined with shadow lace;
There is aogirdle of leaf green messaline ribbon and a sash which extends
aboujt the figure under the drapery
and ties in a bow (at the right side)
with short hanging ends. These pret
ty voiles sell at a very reasonable
price—in the neighborhood of forty
cents a yard—arid make up into as
elegant looking dresses as those that
cost four or five times as much.
We are to have a spring and sum
mer season with everything flower
decked- Small flowers on hats,

dresses with sprays or single blossom
of small flowers, flowered ribbon gir
dles and vests, parasols with millinery
flowers added for adornment, or with
flowers printed in the coverings. A
little study of the styles will betray
the tendency to the quaint old-fash
ioned ideas in which flowers' were the
paramount means of expression in us
ing color. Nothing prettier has ever
been thought out.
The little gown pictured is not at
all difficult to make; It is an “easy
going” fit but must be draped and
hung correctly. Almost any pattern
house can provide a paper pattern
for guidance in cutting this dress.
More material is required this season
than for the past two.
Flounces and, hip draperies are to
the fore, but it is. not likely that we
shall go to extremes in the matter of
growing fond of Voluminous skirts.
The narrow band of fur which fin
ishes the bodice on the gown pictured
can be omitted for spring or summer
wear. But if the gown is made tor
wear in southern winter resorts this
narrow border of fur appears on the
sheerest of materials—as lace, net and
chiffons.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

When made of the darker colors, as
brown or tan, with White or cream
lace ruffles, bonnets of this kind are
quite durable.
The dainty tints are not very suc
cessfully cleaned and therefore such
millinery is for wear on dress-up
T IS a delight to make the pretty liy occasions
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
tie bonnets and caps which small
daughters and little sisters look so
New Materials for Toilet Articles.
¡adorably sweet in, kand it is by no
If you must be abreast of the times
means difficult.
Here is one made pf chiffon taffeta throw away or give away the toilet
silk, with plaited ruffles of moussel- articles in silver, ivory or celluloid
leine and lace. The puffed crown is which have been your faithful friends
simply a circle of silk about eighteen for years, and get, everything new in
itfehes in diameter, with rows of art glass, which comes in the most
shirring at the edge, This is sewed alluring tints of cream, rose, mauve
to a narrow) covered head band or and green and in classically severe de
¡bandeau, bound with pin shirring signs. The little boxes for powder,
rouge and soap have square bottoms
wire.
Underneath the band the ruffles are like the base of a Corinthian pillar
placed after being gathered into ample and convex covers like the dome of
fullness. The knife plaiting may be the Madeleine, while the clock cases,
made of the same silk as the crown pin trays and mirror backs are equal
ly plain and ponderous. If you don’t
care for toilet articles in glass, even
of the most artistic sort, you may
turn toward those in alabaster, or
what looks like alabaster. These
come in shapes similar to the articles
in glass, but are pure white and prom
ise to be more durable.

PRETTY BONNET
TO ADORN THE
SMALL MAIDEN

i

TEMPERANCE COMING.
In her ✓ stirring address before thè
National W. C. T. U. convention at
Asbury Park, N. J., and later speaking
before the house judiciary committee
in Washington, Mrs. Mary Harris Ar
mor, the “Georgia cyclone,” gave some,
of the reasons why we may look for a
“saloonless nation in 1920.” We>
quote:
“I believe that Jesusx Christ meant
what he said and said what he meant,
when he declared, ‘All power is given,
onto me in heaven and in earth,’ and I
believe that the God who made the
sun stand still on Gibeon, and the
moon on Ajalon, at the cry of his»
fighting, praying, believing servant,,
Joshua, is perfectly able to smash the
liquor', traffic into everlasting smither
eens, whenever we get ready.
“ ‘The old order changes, giving
place to new, and God fulfills himself
In many ways.’ He has promised the
destruction of the liquor traffic in these
words, ‘Every tree that bringeth not
forth good fruit is hewn down and(
sast into the fire.’ Certainly no man
would say that the liquor traffic brings
forth good fruit; hence the liquor;
traffic must go.
“One of the ways in whiph God is1
fulfilling thjs promise is through his
eternal truth in science. King Alco
hol Jias marched down the ages for
these thousands of years, conquering
and v to conquer, until ‘the centuries
sob with a ceaseless sorrow,’ but at
last science has burst the blood-rust
ed ¡chain that bound her for a thou
sand years, has seized the shining twoedged sword of God’s eternal truth,
and challenges the monster to mortal
combat. To doubt the issue is to doubt
the sanity of the human race and the
power of the everlasting God.
“I believe we shall have a saloonless
nation in 1920, because public senti
ment is opposed to the liquor traffic.
The persistent education along scien
tific temperance lines, instituted by,
the Woman’s Christian Temperance
anion years ago, is bearing fruit today
In a mighty army of young men and
young women in the various religious
ajad philanthropic organizations in
our schools and colleges, and even in
the halls of congress.
“The liquor, traffic is doomed to
speedy destruction because it is op
posed to common sense. , Hasn’t it al
ways been opposed to common sense?
Yes, but people have not been exer
cising their common sense in this di
rection until comparatively recent
years, for two reasons: First, be
cause God’s eternal truth in science
bad not been revealed on this ques
tion as it is today ; second, the .world
is better today than ever before, and
the public mind is obsessed with'the
idea of the preservation and prolonga
tion of human life. Eugenics is the
most popular fad of the day. City,
state, and national governments are
looking after the health of the people
is never before. They swat the fly,
they go on a still hunt for the mos
quito, they beard the hookworm in his
Sen, and the germs must fly/for their
lives. Thè human race has learned
that ‘no man liveth to himself and no
man dieth to himself,’ and reforma
tion is» the watchword of the hour;
Hence, men are training their common
sense on this question, and the liquor
traffic must go.”

STOCK ARGUMENTS
Revenue Argument.—When the peo
ple decide that the truth is being told
about the alcoholic liquor trade the
money value will not count, for con
science aroused puts the value of a
man above all other things.—National
Liquor Dealers’ Journal.
“Personal Liberty.”—This argument
loses more and m'ore of its force. Con
sideration of the public welfare con
tinues to grow and overshadow the
rights of the individual. The drink
question must be fought out upon the
ultimate
foundation
of
morals,
hygiene and social order—in other
wards, the public welfare. If the pub
lic welfare require» the suppression
of the alcoholic drink traffic, it should
Powder Puffs for the Purse.
be suppressed.—American Brewers’
Little crocheted powder puffs are Review.
the latest novelty for the purse. They
can easily be made at home.
SALOON IS TOLERATED
Crochet two circular pieces about
The saloon is an outlaw and a nui
the size of a silver dollar out of mer sance, and it lives by sufferance where
cerized cotton of any shade desired. it lives at all. You do not defend
Carefully sew'them together, leaving the saloon as an institution; you tol- z
small openings through which to pour erate it, if you tolerate it at all, on
in the poWder. Fill the bag full With the theory that if you tried to abolish
the powder, sb that it will sift through is you might get something worse.
easily when patted gently on the face.
You cannot build a slaughter house
Then make a pretty edge around the in your block without consulting the
circular piece by crocheting a few people around you, because you can
rows of plain chain stitch,, each added not confine the odors to your own
row to be caught 'into the middle of land, and yet you establish 'a saloon:
the preceding one, which gives a sort and fill 'the air with poison and then
of ruffle effect. Ah opening can safe say to the people who must breathe it
and need not be hemmed at the edge. ly be made by cutting a stitch or two and suffer it that they ¡have no right
It is poised under the lace.
when it is necessary to refill the puff. to protest.—William Jennings Bryan.
By way of trimming; a narrow ribn
bon ruching is ¿laced about the crown
Shirt Bosoms.
FIGHTING FOR THE CHILDREN.
and a rosette of baby ribbon with
The shirt bosoms which were intro
(By HON. SEABORN WRIGHT.)
hanging ends is placed at the side. duced in chiffon on the chiffon and
Pitted against the sobriety of the
Ties of ribbon about three inches crepe de chine blouses this winter 3oming. generation, pitted against the
wide complete this pretty piece of are evidently to continue as the dis finest virtues of our children in the
headgear.
tinguishing featurb pf the tailored nursery of life, stand vast business
Bonnets of this kind are made up waists for early spring. There is one Interests with millions upon millions
in all the color's that children wear, difference, however; they are now de if invested capital, 4te?ery dollar of it
and are very practical tor almost veloped in a contrasting material. For dependent upon the wreckage of a
every season of the year. Tiny instance; on a model in light weight new generation. In this, fact is^the
boquets pf fruit blossoms, little June linen the- shirt bosom is of plaited terrible wrong and infamy of the le
roses, forget-me-nots, and little daisies handkerchief linen, with a tiny floral galized liquor system. It is^not for
are added. Flowers and ribbons are design in color scattered ove^ it. this the men of this generation that I have
of all things fi-e Best tor children’s color not being repeated on the Robe- been fighting; It is for the children of
nillinery.
;
collar.
the coming generation.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK,

Pre-inventory Salt

Reliable

IMPORTED TABLE LINE
to Be Sold Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Sale of house-dresses
in basement at 59c,
69c, 79c.

At From

Former prices 1.00
and 1.25

Regular Prices

Sale of Petticoats in
Basement, black and
colors, 39c/49c, 79c
85c. /

Without doubt the greatest sale in these goods ever attempted m York County, for we have bought at a
price which brings them to. our counter as nothing short of a tempting bargain 300 Pattern .Table Cloths and
250 dozen Napkins in what is called Bleachers’ Damages —meaning slightly irregular—but, the imperfections
dò not effect the wearing qualities inthe least. Linens are every day necessities. You buy and7 wesell them
every week in the year, but we talk linens now by reasòn we have something unusual ib offer and that / this
Opportunity comes but once in a while. Do not miss this great sale and remember, those who choose first
choosebest.

8=4,10-4, 12=4 Pure Linen Pattern Cloths in 9 Lots

LAST MARK-DOWN of
Furs, Coats atid Suits
Sweaters, Dresses, etc.
1

-i

'

The lowest prices of the year come just before stock
taking.

Odd Lots, Remnants, etc., at big reductions.

Goods must be turned into cash at some price.

Do your shopping with us this week and save money.

Special prices on blankets.

Lot i Lot 2 Lot 3 Lot 4 Lot- 5 Lot 6 Loi 7 Lot 8 Lot 9
At

1.39

1.29

.98

,

At

-

'

At

At

At

1.59

179

1.98,

At

At

THE BARGAIN STORE

2.49

279

EVERETT M STAPLES

A 'At

2.29

146 MAIN STREET. BIDDEFORD

Pure Linen Napkins in Various Sizes
Lót 1 at;

Lot 3 at

x, Lot 2 at

8c. each

10c each7

Lot 5 at

Lot 4 at

11© each j 15© each

17© each
_

Lot 6 at

Lot 7 at

22© each

25c each

LFTUEHELD & LITTLEFIELD
. Up to-date Sight-Testing Specialists
Ì68. MAIN ST. „Crystal Arcade, BIDDÈFÔRD

/ Phone 188-J

Precision in Sight Testing. Immediate Attention to Repairs.
Accuracy in Leps Work. Modern Mountings Artificial Eyes.

On Sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday
25OO yds 26=inch, Per=
cales, light, medium
and dark. Price 8c

At

£» Each

Sale of Suits ana Coats
at Final
Mark-down Prices

I R

FRFFMAN Electrical Comractor

WIRING OF RESIDENCES a Specialty. We Carry Every
Kind of MAZDA7 DAMPS and a.Large Line erf ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES, GAS. and ELECTRIC FIXTURES
.----------- TELEPHONE —----

187 Main St., SACO

-

-

161 Main St., BIDDEFORD

Not the accumulation of odd sizes arid unsaleable styles from the stock of the past season. Not a
bit of it, but a clean-up of surplus stock from a, large New York Manufacturer of fresh, clean mer
chandise in the season’s best styles and quality. The price opportunities are not so frequent that
you can afford to miss this one. Every garment in this great sale is absolutely a remarkable bargain
at this price.

The chimney of the home of E. H. j The Ladies Aid gave^an ice cream
Atkins caught fire Sunday evening, out ¡social with, a musical and1- literary pro-..
• ■ ■ efforts
■- kept the t gram in the vestry Saturday evening-.
prompt and- persistent
fire ift subjection and finally subdued it. I Mr., and Mrs. William Sawyer, pf
Cleveland Trott went to Bath on j1 Pdrtlandkare visiting Mrs. Sawyer’s sis-.,
[ter, Mrs. W; C. Lapierre.
Tuesday for a visit.. . .
Charles Plummer has been confined
A F Chick has leased from Abbott
Graves the remofieleo Seavey house on to..the house by illness the-p'ast two week. ■
Ocean
avenue.
He
will
take,
possession
’
1
Mrs.
J. Frank Seavey has' gope to
I ■
■
V
c
.'
about the middle of March.
Mattapan, Mass.-, where she' will spend»
- District Superintendent-Holt of the some weeks with Mrs. A. B. McKenney;- Methodist Episcopal church will speak
The Casey Jones club observed gehat the mid-week meeting on- Thursday tlemen’’s ni'ght last week and were en
evening, the 19th. Ae will also preside tertained by Miss Virginia. Carpenter at,
in 12 , styles; lace' also
in 10 styles. Extra qual
at- the Fourth Quarterly Conference, the home of her sister, Mrs. Otis Nuna-nl '
business\ session, which will be held
’
ity material, with wide
embroidery trimmed
A party of , ten were, present, Mrs.:
afterward.
Duran of Aufipra being the' honorpd
hamburg flounce.
guests, A picnic .lunch was. served the
company.
Wells Branch
Miss Elsie Ridlon has been confined
to the’house by illness -.the past ,wpek.' '.
Miss Harriet Abbott spent the week- She is at' the ho-m^e of her grand parents
bi
10
styles;
choice
of
1
end with her grandmother Mrs.; Mary Mr. and Mrs. Simon Ridlon, .
in 12' styles;. finished
Morey pf Portland.
lace or ’embroidery trimwith embroidery and-Mrs. Mark Farnham spent Tuesday at
N. TAMPA LAND CO,—1 ‘Ten men
mings.
Crescent Surf'the guest'of Mrs. L. H.
ribbon.
will buy 1Q0-acres of land near Tampa,
Nason.
k
the
healthiest and most prosperous 'city.
♦
Joshua L. Chick was a Portland visitor in South 'Florida.
To the nMn or
Saturday.
‘
wbman who will co-operate with .mb and
Mrs.. Harland Perkins is caring ’for who will manage the land for the pur- . ,
in 12 styles; handsome
Mrs. Almon Dutch a‘t Kennebunk.
in 2 styles embroidery
chasers, expenses to Florida arranged
Miss Elsip Metcalf is the guest of Mr. for, also $50 ä month for overseeing the .
trimmed;
v
ly trimmed.
■development and 20 acres will be ,'given
and Mrs. Mark Farnham.
ML and Mrs. William Sleeper and also absolutely ' free of cost. ’ ’ Details
--------- OH——
J
.
daughter were the recent guests of Mrsl ' furnished by Tho[mas J. Sproul, Bidde
Sleeper’s patents, Mr. and Mrs.' C.\ H. ford, Me. 1
Clark. <
Do you use safety razor? Don’t Jthrow
away yoiar' ^old . blades. Bripg o^ nlail
West Kennebunk
them. Wd sharpen old safety, razor
Rev. S, E; Leech opened an evangel ■blades of any make to .bhave better than,
istic niission at this churqh last Sunday- new. J- W. Mahoney, Pharmacist, 235
evening. Meetings are held at 7 o’clock M'ain"street. Bjd'deford. Me. Adv.each evening, except . Saturday, this
week, and aS-longpas shall be deemed]
profitable.
HERE IS THE GREATEST OFFER
Stop at Fiske’s Drug Store, to-day ONE MAN EVER MADE ANOTHER—
and you will find right at your fingers’' I'wane farmers with red blood, enthuends the valentine you want. — adv.
|| siasm and, determination
.i. . ■ • . - ■ in
•
,
the
best
1 farming section on earth--East Texas,
I’ll sell you 10, 20,' or 4 0 acres for the
Cape Porpoise
. first' year’s crops, / good or bad, and
loan you $20 on acre at the end of 'the
The extra services were continued ;.at -season to carry you over to another
the church last week with the exception crop. No cash payments required'. No
of Saturday evening. The pastor, Rev. ifs; catches or come backs-LFH do all
Act quick
T. P. Baker, was. assisted.by the Rev.- that and a ‘wholfe lot more.
Mr. Chambers and Rev. Thomas for I expect a lot of men to accept my
Cain of Kennebunkport and- Rey. S. E. offer. Thomas Jt Sproul, Biddeford’,
>
< è
tesata
Leech pf Kennebunk,' a former pastor. /Me:
The,Sunday services, were in charge of
thè pastor, and in the - Evening an ad
dressto young- men-was given,, the pas
j they got,- The girls’ tearp of the Port: I that he will recover. His sister, who is
The ladies of the Methodist church tor using as his subject ‘David’s lament
Kennebunkport
won from the girls of the Biddef rd also suffering from the same' sickness, . are holding a cafetaria tea''Tuesday .over
Absalom.’ The services will con
school by a score of. 6 to 3. Poth games ife still in a critical conditidn.
evening.
x
tinue this week, and1 thè Rev. Mt, Pit
Two games of basket ball were played were .replete .with, snappy and interestThé youngest child pf \ Mr. arid Mrs.
Dealer In
Rev.
Thomas
Cain
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144 Petticoats

1 2 0 Corset" Covers

49c

1 20 Combinations'

’

108, Night Gowns

Each

Each

24 Chemise

'1.44 Drawers-

24 Short Skirts in 2 styles

A HINT--

Shop early to purchase best valúes and while the line of sizes are here

W. E. YOULAND CO.

Butterick Patterns and The Delineator on Sale

Main Street

Biddeford, Maine

JOHN F. DEAN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers'.

BiMeW

Tel. 246-3

